
Lesson Plan: Places Where We Live

By Weninggar Galih Prastiti

General

Student Level Second Grade Elementary School
Time 40 minutes – 1 hour
Objectives Talking about natural or unnatural places where animals live
Structures “where do you live?”

“where does a camel live?
“I live in ….”
“A camel lives in ….”

Target Vocab Farm, river, lake, sea, forest, desert, meadow, cave, mountain

You will need to download

Flashcard Town, village, countryside, farm, river, lake, sea, forest, desert,
meadow, cave, mountain, people, cow, goat, fish, bear, elephant, lion,
camel, bat, monkey.

Printable Where do I live song worksheet
Readers -
Songs “Where I live Song” sung with “Watermelon Song melody”

You will also need

- Large sheet of cartoon paper (for sixth activity)
- Pictures of the places (for sixth activity)
- Picture of the animal (for sixth activity)
- Scissor and glue
- Black/white board
- Double tape for sticking the flashcards to the board

Notes

The lesson practices the structure of sentences “I live in …”, introduces animals and the places
where they live, and shows how to use preposition “in” and “on” for places. It ends with
chitchat and fun wall magazine making activity.



Lesson Overview

Warm Up and Maintenance

Greet the students

Sing “hello” song

New Learning and Practice

1. Review animal vocabulary that have been learnt in the previous meeting – play "What
animal am I?"

2. Teach the vocabulary for places
3. Play the "Flashcards Matching" game
4. Sing the "Where We Live" song
5. Have a Chitchat with the Students About where the Animals Live
6. Make Wall Magazine

Wrap Up

Give the students homework to find other animals that live in every place.



Lesson Procedure

Warm up and maintenance

Greet the students. After that, sing the “hello song” with the students.

New Learning and Practice

1. Review Animal Vocabulary
In this stage the students review animal vocabularies that have been learnt in the
previous meeting. The teacher shows animals’ flashcards one by one. The teacher says
“what animal is this?”. . And the students guess the animals on the flashcards. The
student who knows the answer put the hand up and answers it. If the answer is correct,
put the flashcard on the blackboard/whiteboard and write down the name of the animal
beside the flashcard, thus the students can read the name of the animal. For example: A
student says “This is a fish”. After that the names of the animals is written. The teacher
read aloud the text of animals’ names followed by the students repeating what the
teachers read.

2. Teach The Vocabulary for places
After reviewing the name of the animals, the students have to know the places where
they live. In this stage, the teacher use flashcard again. The teacher puts the flashcard
on the blackboard/whiteboard and ask “where does the camel live?”. The students may



only point the flashcard of desert, not say the name of the place which is “desert”. So
after the point it, the teacher asks “what is it?”. The student who knows the answer put
the hand up. If the answer is correct, put the flashcard on the blackboard/whiteboard
and write down the name of the place beside the flashcard, thus the students can
remember the name of the place. For example: It is a farm. If the answer is not correct,
move to other students until get the correct answer. If the is no correct answer the
teacher tells the answer by himself, and then writes down the name of the name of the
places beside the flashcard on the blackboard/whiteboard.

3. Play Flashcard Matching game
There are 10 students. The students are divided into 5 groups, per group consists of two
students. The group names are one, two, three, four, and five. The places flashcards are
put in the board. Per group is given nine flashcard of the animal. Each group has same
flashcards of animal. To distinguish which flashcards are belong to a group. The
flashcards are marked based on the group name. The students are asked to match the
animals’ flashcards they have to the flashcards of places where we live on the board.
The animals’ flashcards are matched with where they supposed to be. For example:
flashcard of fish is for sea. To start the game the teacher makes command by saying
“fish lives in the sea”. Then the first students of each group match the flashcard of fish
to the flashcard of the sea in the blackboard. Then see which groups are correct and
which groups are wrong. Afterwards, do the same with other flascards. The first winner
is the group who has the most correct answer and so on.



4. Sing a Song about Places Where We Live
The teacher have everyone to sing along a song with the students are given the
worksheet of the lyrics. The Lyrics will be written bellow. The melody is from the
“Watermelon Song”.
The lyrics
I am a cow, I am a cow, I live on a farm, on a farm
I am a crocodile, I am a crocodile, I live in a river, a river

I am goose, I am a goose, I live on a lake, on a lake
I am a mousedeer, I am a mousedeer, I live in a forest, a forest

I am a fish, I am a fish, I live in the sea, in the sea
I am a camel, I am a camel, I live in a desert, a desert

I am a bet, I am a bet, I live in a cave, in a cave
I am an elephant, I am an elephant, I live in a meadow, a meadow

I am a monkey, I am a monkey, I live in a mountain, a mountain



I know place where we live, in the earth in the earth.

After singing the song, the students are given task for listening. Give a copy of the song
worksheet which some vocabularies are removed to the students. Take the full lyrics
worksheets that have been given before. Explain that everyone has to listen to the song
to complete the sentences. Play the song 2-3 times until everyone has completed the
worksheets. If your students enjoy the song, play once more with everyone dancing and
doing animal gestures.

The removed some vocab worksheet
I am a ….., I am a ….., I live on a farm, on a farm
I am a crocodile, I am a crocodile, I live in a ….., a …..

I am goose, I am a goose, I live on a ….., on a …..
I am a ………….., I am a ……….., I live in a forest, a forest

I am a ….., I am a ….., I live in the sea, in the sea
I am a camel, I am a camel, I live in a ………, a ……..

I am a bet, I am a bet, I live in a ……, in a ……
I am an ………….., I am an …………., I live in a meadow, a meadow

I am a ………., I am a ………, I live in a mountain, a mountain
I know place where we live, in the earth in the earth.

5. Have a Chitchat with the Students About where the Animals live
The teacher has the students to sit around him/her. Then having chitchat about what
they have learnt.
These are questions the teacher can ask to the students:
- What did we learn?
- Do you know where a cow lives?
- Is farm the place where a cow lives?
- Who does live in the sea?
- Does crocodile live in a desert?
- If you want to see a goose, where can you go?
- And so on



6. Make Wall Magazine
End the class with fun activity that is making wall magazine. The teacher prepares a
large paper such as a paperboard, and prepares glue. The paperboard is written “Places
Where We Live”. The teacher has prepared cut out animal images and the places images.
Have the students to match the animals and the places. The students do it together.
Paste the images into the paperboard. Stick the paper to the wall.



Wrap Up

Give the students homework to find other animals that live in every place. They are asked to
draw the animals they find and named them above the images.

Say goodbye.

Source:

“Hello Song” https://youtu.be/gghDRJVxFxU


